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Brenda Brewer: (10/18/2017 07:26) Good day! Welcome to CCT-RT Plenary #61 on 18 October 2017 @ 13:00 UTC!
Carlos Gutierrez: (07:59) Hi Brenda
Brenda Brewer: (08:00) Hi Carlos! Hi all!
Eleeza Agopian: (08:08) It came from our CCT metrics reporting page. We can update with the designer.
Fabro Steibel: (08:13) hi all
Waudo Siganga: (08:13) Im sorry I am experiencing an ingtermittent connection. Right now its holding so ILl not ask for callout yet
David Taylor: (08:14) Thanks Eleeza
Carlton Samuels: (08:15) Hi all. Good morning. Apologies for late join
Waudo Siganga: (08:16) Yes can we get a few minutes to read that TMCH part
Waudo Siganga: (08:16) if it can be displayed
Carlton Samuels: (08:16) Can we have scrolling rights please?
Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (08:18) @David, can we give scrolling rights now?
David Taylor: (08:20) yes
David Taylor: (08:20) sorry wasn’t reading the chat
Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (08:20) np
Waudo Siganga: (08:21) where does it start , David? Page?
Carlton Samuels: (08:21) Summary of Findings portion the first para is partially repeated.
David Taylor: (08:21) p12
Waudo Siganga: (08:21) page 11
Waudo Siganga: (08:22) top of page 11
Jordyn A Buchanan 2: (08:22) I'm okay with the added language.
Jonathan Zuck: (08:24) as am I
Waudo Siganga: (08:25) I have had a quick read through but I think I need more time later to study it properly
David Taylor: (08:25) was my question heard re footnotes?
Brian Aitchison: (08:25) yes David conferring now

David Taylor: (08:25) thanks! thought I might have muted myself

Carlton Samuels: (08:25) There needs to be some clean-up and tightening of the language but intent is OK

David Taylor: (08:26) @Carlton - do feel free to clean and tighten,

Kaili Kan: (08:27) Sorry to be late. Finally got thru the internet ...

David Taylor: (08:28) @Carlton re footnotes: staff will go through and organize them. of course please try to make your references as clear and organized as possible :-)

Brian Aitchison: (08:29) You can find the referencing guide at https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__community.icann.org_pages_viewpage.action-3FpageId-3D58727456-26preview-3D252F58727456-252F64063197-252FCCTRT-2BReferencing-2BGuide.docx&d=DwIFaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwll3mSVzfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=kbiQDH54980u4nTPfwdloDLY6-6F24x0ArAvhdeDvvc&m=TiCk06vLq8OvPQM5hDyC52b7Rc8uUqzQzaZ-BXlb40Q&s=F_qitqdKqFKPK_jx9uOFIHMHeDCwlQcHbug8mrNxFITYo&e=

Brian Aitchison: (08:30) Please try to use it as you create/modify your footnotes, but we'll give them a review anyway

Alice Jansen: (08:30) that's 13:00 UTC?

Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (08:37) DONE

Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (08:37) :

Jordyn A Buchanan 2: (08:38) I thought we were adding this as a footnote

Jordyn A Buchanan 2: (08:39) Given that the EU example is just a plan for a test, I'm reluctant to call it out quite this strongly in the text

Waudo Siganga: (08:40) I seem to have no MIc. Jayt wanted to know what types of incentives could appertain in the .EU example. Examples

Carlton Samuels: (08:42) For the record, I want to support Jordyn's statement on Rec#4. His #3 is the compelling piece for me. If there is "excessive" abuse then it is a failure of Compliance. That is what must be fixed, not develop a new process and another quango to go with it.

Calvin Browne 2: (08:42) apologies for being late - an uncontested emergency caused me to be late
Jordyn A Buchanan 2: (08:45) I like Lauren's suggestion

Carlton Samuels: (08:46) @Jonathan: I'm agreeing with Jordyn for the examples to be footnoted. What we must do is to say in the rationale that registry restrictions are showing promise in reducing so we should note and study them and recommend them for global adoption

Antonietta Mangiacotti: (08:48) @David the RPM WG is aiming to publish their final report in August 2018 however this date will likely change. They plan on sharing an adjusted timeline once they have a clearer understanding of how long it will take to contract with professional assistance and conduct the surveys

Waudo Siganga: (08:48) @Carlton - are these actually "registry restrictions" or more "registry checks"

Fabro Steibel: (08:49) Dear all, I will have to dash for another meeting, sorry for that

Fabro Steibel: (08:49) in 5 min

David Taylor: (08:53) Thanks Antonietta

Calvin Browne 2: (08:55) I really think the recommendation is premature.

Carlton Samuels: (08:56) @Jordyn: Yes, that was my position earlier. But on reflection, I now changed my mind.

Carlton Samuels: (08:59) My concern now is community overload. If we have contracted parties that are allowed to reach the stage where there is evidence to finger them for "excessive and repeated abuse" then that is a failure of process...and maybe nerve! Get on with it and do the job.

Jordyn A Buchanan 2: (08:59) definitely

Waudo Siganga: (09:01) lost audio

Waudo Siganga: (09:01) back again

Jordyn A Buchanan 2: (09:03) Oops, I put the call on hold instead of me

Jordyn A Buchanan 2: (09:04) un mute

Carlton Samuels: (09:04) For the record, let me clarify that the word "complicity" is missing from my previous note

Eleeza Agopian: (09:08) From the Review Team's terms of reference: "The CCTRT will seek, but will not require, full consensus with respect to such recommendations. To the extent that the CCTRT is unable to achieve consensus with respect to any such recommendations, its reports and
recommendations will reflect the variety and nature of the CCTRT views. (See GNSO types of consensus as noted in Section 3.6 of the GNSO Guidelines for examples.)"

Calvin Browne 2: (09:09) thanks Eleeza - thats useful
Carlton Samuels: (09:09) @Eleeza: Much thanks
Eleeza Agopian: (09:09) It points to 3.6 of this document: https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__gnso.icann.org_en_council_annex-2D1-2Dgns-2Dwg-2Dguidelines-2D08apr11-2Den.pdf&d=DwIFaQ&c=FmY1u3Pj6wrcwll3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=kbiQDH54980u4nTPfwdloDLY6-6F24x0ArAvhdeDvvc&m=TiCk06vLq8OvPQM5hDyC52b7Rc8uUqzQzaZBX1b40Q&s=1vm6M9G8NPZQjI_yHCVRAE9O26fYXRUzyUWu8MMU90&e=

Jordyn A Buchanan: (09:10) sorry, having problems
Jordyn A Buchanan: (09:11) dialing in
Jordyn A Buchanan: (09:11) a
Carlton Samuels: (09:12) @Jonathan: I would support Jordyn's 'solution' and work it - the idea of the DADRP - in the text

Waudo Siganga: (09:13) If its targetted at community discussion then should we address it to Board and other high level receipients when there is no action required of them?
Carlton Samuels: (09:18) @Waudo: In my view this is the end result of Jordyn's suggestion - mention in the text for comment and see if there is wider traction for a 'strong' recommendation

Waudo Siganga: (09:19) I agree to that Carlton
Carlton Samuels: (09:22) @Laureen: Undoubtedly a solomonic event!
Carlton Samuels: (09:23) @Jonathan: +1. Well said!
Jordyn A Buchanan: (09:23) That's fine. I can do that momentarily
Carlton Samuels: (09:24) Let the record show I am and remain entirely in support of Jordyn's statement

Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (09:26) thank you
Jordyn A Buchanan: (09:26) I'm also going to tweak the text somewhat to reflect Carlos's concern about RT scope
Alice Jansen: (09:28) Are we setting Friday 13:00 UTC for raising objections on DNS abuse section? Similar to what was set for David's paper?
Jonathan Zuck: (09:29) and we DID talk about the notion of "trustworthiness"

David Taylor: (09:32) @Eleeza @Brian - Can I leave you to add in the two tables and check the footnotes and send me that in the next 12 hours and then I’ll take that new version as the last to final one and I’ll re read and then clean up and tighten the language in the TMCH section and add in the date re the RPM PDP Review team report of August 2018.

Carlton Samuels: (09:32) @Laureen: I'm reading Carlos’s statement again and what he's saying is the data that correlates abuse and trust is not strong PLUS it would be ineffective at the registry level.

Carlton Samuels: (09:33) At least that is my understanding.

Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (09:33) @David I just sent you the two updated tables

Eleeza Agopian: (09:33) We can take a look at footnotes again.

Eleeza Agopian: (09:34) but tables are updated.

Jonathan Zuck: (09:35) exactly. if anything, we just need approval of the minority statement by those are signing on to it

Jordyn A Buchanan: (09:35) I found my text

Eleeza Agopian: (09:37) All, apologies but I have to log off theAC room. I will remain on phone.

Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (09:37) @Laureen, so what is the deadline for receiving approval on minority statement?

Carlton Samuels: (09:39) @Carlos: The sentence in that paragraph speaks to what I hear is your anti-position, yes?

Alice Jansen: (09:41) please mute your line if not speaking.

Jordyn A Buchanan: (09:42) I can provide these edits too

Jordyn A Buchanan: (09:43) Nevermind, Laureen will. :-)

Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (09:43) thank you

Waudo Siganga: (09:44) are we going to incorporate the public comments?

Jonathan Zuck: (09:45) which public comments Waudo?

Waudo Siganga: (09:45) Sorry I though I saw a staff report on public comments

Carlos Gutierrez: (09:46) I will be traveling already next WED

Carlton Samuels: (09:46) Thank you all. I will be enroute on Wed to Abu Dhabi.

Kaili Kan: (09:47) The DNS abuse paper may need more proof reading for grammer and words.
Kaili Kan: (09:47) Bye